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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Y.tissing data is virtually inevitable in field research. The 
causes of missing observations are mal"lY'• A treatment itself may 
cause the missing data; a student may be transferred during the 
c·ourse of the treatment application; or crops may be destroyed by 
natural forces. The researcher has only two options when faced 
with missing observations: to either ignore the loss as if that 
individual case was not in the study at its inception, or to 
approximate the missing case. 
Techniques for dealing with missing data can become quite 
sophisticated depending upon the particular statistic utilized and 
the degree of accuracy desired. 11ost introductory statistics 
courses either ignore the problem of missing data altogether, or 
merely suggest the use of the cell mean. wben an Analysis of 
Variance is employed, the methods become much more complex. 
Specific ANOVA designs utilize special methods. For example, 
TABLE 8 (Appendix C) illustrates five formulae for a Randomized 
Block design. A specific formula is used depending upon the 
location of the missing values. After approximating the appropriate 
observation within the analysis, the next step is to correct or 
adjust the sums of squares with the appropriate correction factor 
from TABLE 9 (Appendix C). 
1 
Another alternative to the problem is to write the linear 
equations for the missing values in the matrix and solve for the 
missing values. Coefficients for these equations may be found in 
TABLES 10 and 11 (Appe~dix C), This is an obviously long and tedious 
process, but one that is unavoidable if accuracy is desired, 
Authors such as Hays (1973) suggest another method which 
ignores the missing values altogether and uses the exact method to 
sum the squares with correction to tho sum of squares only, 
Regardless of the method used, the problem of missing 
observations is a complex one, It warrants further study if the 
current state of the art is to be advanced, 
PURPOSE OF TH~ STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to determine the relative effi-
ciency of the three most common methods of estimating missing obser-
vations in an Analysis of Variance. The first and most common of 
the three methods is replacement of each missing observation with 
the cell mean computed from the existing data, The remaining two 
methods are related applications of the iteration technique used 
in differing circumstances, The Least Square Hethod (Appendix B) 
enploys one iteration since it estimates a single missing value, 
When more than one missing value is estimated, the Hultiple Linear 




This study will focus on comparing the efficacy of the 
"Replacement by Cell Hean Method," (I{othod "A"), with a combination 
of the "Least Square Method" an::l. the "Hul tiple Linear Eq1..la tions 
Method," (Method "B"). In the computational portion of this study, 
the Least Square. Method will be used when a single observation is 
estimated; and, the Hultiple Linear Equations 1fothod will be used 
for two or more estimated observations. 
This study will contrast Hethod "A" and Method "B" in relation 
to their accuracy of estimation in three areas. First, Method "A" 
and Hethod "B" will be compared for their effect within the given 
cell in which the missing observations occur. Second, the two 
estimation methods will be compared in relation to the row ~nd/or 
column in which the estimated observations occur, together with 
the effect other estimated values have upon them. Finally, a 
comparison will be made between l1ethod "A" and Hethod "B" in 
relation to the number of other missing observations independent 
of their location or configuration. 
It is anticipated that the above approach will produce 
patterns and allow for probabilistic statements which will assist 
the user of estimation methods in correctly selecting the method 




REVIEW OF THE IBLATED LITER.ATtrtlE 
Methods of dealing with missing data range from totally 
ignoring the consideration as in Walker and Lev (1953), to Afifi 
and Elashoff (1966), who have written four major theses on the 
subject in a multivariate setting. Lindquist (1953) recommends the 
use of the cell mean to approximate the missing data with a loss of 
one degree of freedom for each missing observation. 
Two approximation methods advocated by Winer (1962) and 
Kirk (1968) are the unweighted means method for one missing obser-
vation1, and the least square analysis method2 for more than one 
missing observation. Winer (1971) is primarily concerned with 
missing observation estimators when there are only a few missing 
observations per cell. Otherwise, he suggests the unweighted means 
method. 
Hays (1973) ignores the problem of missing observations 
altogether, and advocates the exact method of summing the squares 
in computing the F ratio3. 
The standard procedure for estimating missing values in an 
Analysis of Variance is to minimize the residual sum of squares. 
Sclove (1964) proves the theorem that the estimation of missing 
1 See Appendix A, IV, p. 38 2see Appendix A, V, p. 39 
3see Appendix A, III, p. 37 
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v.:ilues 1n a linear statistict1l model by minimization of the residual 
sum of squares is equivalent to setting the corresponding residuals 
equal to zero. Basically,_ this means that values must be chosen 
to replace the missing observations· that make the model fit perfectly 
at those points, making the corresponding residua.ls equal to zero. 
Afifi and Elashoff (1966, 1967, 1969) have done the most 
extensive work on missing values procedures on the multivariate 
plane, by far. I'hey review five methods in their first article: 
1) least squares (classical) or variations of the least squares, 
2) Bayesian techniques, 3) maximum likelihood techniques, 4) zero 
order regres~ion (substitution of group mean), and 5) first order, 
iterative technique, These five methods are further contrasted 
for ease of computation and theoretical soundness, 
Hartley and Hocking (1971) attempt to provide what may be 
regarded as a simple taxonomy for the occurrence of incomplete 
data. Their main purpose was to provide a framework for coordina-.-· 
tionof the bewildering multitude of types of incompleteness in a 
multivariate setting. The first classification is one in which 
the information on certain elements of the dependent variable is 
missing; the second, when information on certain elements of the 
independent variables and the incomplete elements are missing; 
the third, when the incomplete elements are known to lie between 
certain lL~its, and the elements are continuous variables; and the 
fourth, when the elements of the dependent variable are discrete 
variables, or tho elements of the independent variables are discrete. 
5 
jiii 
Hartwell and Gaylor (1973) and Yates (1939) discuss the 
method of unweighted mea·ns with regard to estimating the variance 
components for a two-way classification with unequal numbers of 
observations where estimates are supplied for cells having no 
observations. 
Biggers (1959) derives estimation methods for five designs, 
namelyr_ randomized block, randomized block with replication, cross-
over, Iatin square and higher squares, and split-plot. He introduces 
a new mode of missing data that he termed "mixed up observations," 
i.e:, those cases in which the identity of observations may be lost 
but the totals are known. 
Wilkinson (1960) advocates the "direct procedure," i.e., the 
writing down and solving of the simultaneous equations for the 
estimates. He stresses two main points. First, equations for 
missing values can be simply determined. The method he employs is 
the iterative application of the appropriate formula for a single 
missing value. Although Yates (1936) noted that, in principle, 
equations for the missing values could be derived by differentiating. 
the standard residual sum of squares with respect to the unknown 
representing the missing values, Wilkinson (1960) points out that 
the equations could be determined in a more direct way: each unknown 
is simply equated to its estimated value derived from the formally 
completed data. The latter procedure was mentioned by DeI.ury (1945), 
but otherwise has not received much attention in the literature. 
6 
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Secondly, 'dilkinson stresses that the solution of the equations 
by matrix inversion is usually relatively simple. Appendix C 
summarizes in table form (TA3LES 8 and 9) the formulae for coefficients 
in the equations. Specific formulae are also given which, in 
particular, provide the necessary corrections of the treatment sum 
of squares when several observations are missing for the design with 
two-way restrictions. Wilkinson also provides correction factors 
for the mean squares and degrees of freedom (TABLES 10 and 11). 
The advantages of this procedure are: 1) it allows standard. 
errors for comparison affected by tho missing values to be calculated, 
and 2) it is the most efficient. and concise method of solution to 
be found. 
An alternate approach is ta.ken by Kaplan and Heier (1956) 
by use of nonparametric est:ir.iations for incomplete observations. 
A method for comparison of means was developed by Lin (1971). 
Lord (1955) obtains efficient estimators for the parameters of a 
normal multivariate population in general, but deals with a maximum 
likelihood estimator and a special trivariate case. 
As noted from the numerous sources cited, there are a 
multitude of techniques and theories developed to counter the 
effects of missing data. In brief, each technique attempts to 
minimize the difference between the estimate and the actual value. 
Host methods are quite complex and difficult to apply._ The question 
of how accurate arry one method is compared to another is ·not answered. 
If one were to put aside all of the specific techniques applicable 
7 
only to unique designs and data configurations, three methods 
would remain for study: namely, H.eplacement by Cell Hean Hethod, 
Least Square 1·1ethod and Hultiple Linear Equations Hethod. 
8 
CEAPTEE III 
D:::SIGN OF THE EXPERiliENT 
The two factor design will be of the following form: 
XiJ'k = A. + BJ.+ AB .. + e. 'k" l lJ lJ 
The two levels per factor design will have from five to twenty-five 
observations per cell. The design in its simplest form will include 
two factors, two levels per factor, and five observations per cell 
(total sample = 20). In its largest form, the design will include 
two factors, two levels per factor and twenty-five observations per 
cell (total sample = 100). This will allow anywhere from one to ten 
observations to be estimated by.the three methods. 
DATA 
A random number generator will be employed to generate numbers 
with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 (xA,N(0,1)). The size of the 
sample will range from 20 observations to 100 observations. 
ANALYSIS 
After the random numbers are generated and analyzed for cell 
means and variances, a subroutine will be employed to systematically 
include or exclude particular observations in such a manner, so that 
combinations of missing observations will occur for 4 percent to 71 
percent of the data. For each combination, the excluded observations 
will be estimated by two of the three estimation methods. For each 
9 
estimation method the cell means and variances will be computed, 
as well as the absolute difference between the estimated value 
and the actual value for each observation. 
wben all estimators of missing data have been computed, a 
new set of random numbers will be generated and the analysis will 
be repeated with the number of observations per cell increased 
to a maximum limit of 25. 
COHPUT?;R OUTPUT 
For each combination the following variables will be computed 
and stored for analysis: 
1. Hethod of estimation 
2. Number of estimated observations 
J. Cell sizes 
4. Estimated values 
5. Difference between estimated values and actUE;l values 
6. Cell means and variances 
7. Row and column means e.nd variances. 
Chart 1 on the following page illustrates the procedure for the 




PROCEDURE FOR STUDY 
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Three main areas were chosen for comparing the estimation 
methods• 
1. The effectiveness of the two methods within a 
given cell in relation to cell size, cell mean, 
and cell variance. 
2. A comparison of the estimation methods in relation 
to other estimated observations throughout the 
column and/or row. 
' 
J. A comparison of the estimation methods (independent 
of what particular cell, row or column they were in) 
in relation to the number of other observations 
estimated within the design. 
1. WITHIN CELL EFFICIENCY 
Approximation by Multiple Linear Equations (Method ''B") 
was substantially more accurate in estimating missing values than 
Replacement by Cell Hean O·!ethod "A"). Of the 15,000 random samples 
generated with only one cell having missing observations, Hethod "B" 
was an average of 14.7% more accurate. For only one estimated 
observation, the difference between the two methods was 10.9~ 
of the actual value. For five estimated observations, the average 
difference was 19.7% in favor of I·!ethod "A" as seen in Table 1. 
For all sampled cell sizes, number of estimated observations 
and cell parameters, both estimation methods consistently fell 
well below the actual values. Table 1 further shows the l·:ultiple 
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11.:~;E:{ CLLL l1JiJ) I~,:~:~!i HO'.'/ RiLA'f!\r::; ~~!"~--r~rEr;cy Oi": 
{A) c-:2t>L.;c:~'-:Ei\T FY C!:."LL l :_:.;._;.1:. (B) :·aJ~JTl!:LE J.Ii\t'JJ! .EQ~ 
1''.!~THCfJ A~:D (c;) T!B DI?F:~:\2:.ss B:::i'»i~:;.;:-; 'i'E.:.: y .. ;G ;·foTrl·J.;;.S 
(lliDIVID~IAL VHU;:;.5 MC Gr.o:.? AVid.G::.:S i-'CH ;.u u;:;F.ATio::s) 
-----------CZLL 3----------- -----------c~;LL 4----------- CE:LL CSLL 
lill!31c'.R OF mssrnG 0£\3 IN CELL !-i-u!-1):.;R O? i''.l::iSING 01.S rn CELL J 4 




A -,51;2 -,56'3 -,51;7 -Si9 - . .5.9~ -.OJ2 .o~l -.011 -,050 .011} -.555 -,027 ,007 ,006 
a -.212 -.257 -.249 -.259 -.?69 -,095 -.112 -,137 -,175 -.110 
C ,JJO .311 .293 ,290 .255 -.064 -,095 -.126 -.125 -,096 gs ob~/cell 
A -,J6J -,21;8 -.263 -.265 -.272 .100 .126 ,139 ,150 .112 -.J06 .030 ,010 ,010 
B - , 15) -, Oi>8 - , 070 - , 030 ·•• C59 - , OJ1 - • 0'.)2 ,015 JV9 - .007 
C ,210 ,200 .193 .185 .18) ,069 .124 .124 .121 .O.'.J.2 20 cbs/::ell 
A -,690 -.6BJ -.642 -.628 -.624 -.212 -,091 -,099 -.O?O ·-.059 -,637 -,106 ,014 ,012 
B 7,J03 -.J28 -.J03 -,J07 -;309 -.J12 -,193 -,200 -.191 -.161 
C .J82 ,355 ,JJl4- ,J21 .J15 -,100 -,102. -.101 -,101 -.102 19 cbs/ceJ.l 
A ,183 ,187 .182 .166 .153 -.171 -,OG4 -.119 -.105 -.1C2 .129 -,142 .013 .012 
B ,056 .059 ,0?2 · ,060 ,01<9 -,0!-15 ,OJ6 -,005 ,OC2 ,006 
C .127 .118 ,110 .105 .104 .126 .~~ .114 .106 ,096 18 c':)s/cell 
A -,21:1.-,338 -.292 -.J09 -.JOO -.5()/; -.1109 -,386 -,371 -,351 -,333 -,420 ,020 ,021 
B -.121 -.237 -.205 -.228 -.222 ~.304 -,2)) -.224 -.21) -.205 
C .120 .101 .C.87 .001 .078 ,200 .1?6 ,162 .152 .146 ~2 c:-:,:fcs:.l 
A -.481 -.)?) ··,J91 -.372 -,J51 -,565 -;510 -.513 -,!;70 -,1;62 -,395 -,513 ,CJO ,OJl 
B -.336 -,247 -,284 -.271.J. -.253 -.2e6 -,273 -.JOJ -.?.76 -,r!74 . 
'C .145 .126 .107 ,09'3 .09J .279 ,2)7 .. 210 .194 .H.:3 Ll._c::s/cell 
A -.'¥5'.i- ..• 501 - • .50'4 -.427 -.J81 -.BBo -.823 -,771 -,695 -,655 -.3914 -.:'+o .o5B .o&~ 
B -.J17 -.373 -.406 -,346 -.J06 -,4J7 -,41~7 -,395 -.40) -,J81 
C ,167 .128 .098 .0-'31 .075 .443 ,376 ,376 .2?-7 .271; 10 o':;sj('.el'l:.. 
A -.lJ!~ -,1?J -.096 -.089 -.103 -,727 -.511 -,4y+. -,1;70 -,1(;,4 -.113 -,457 ,075 .OSI; 
B -,1J9 -.199 -.1)4· -.i:::;o -,11+5 -.311 -,177 -.213 -.215 -.191. 
c -.005 -.026 -.0)8 -.011i -.01~2 ,416 ,33:. .281 .2:.;2 ,2itJ 09 ;:,'::ii.'..l::-;11 
A -,50,4 -,371 -,J05 -,)41 -.295 -,017 -.067 -,101 -.Oi~i -.036 -.J22 -.000 .119 .113 
B -.272 -.119 -.098 -.158 ·-,ll.9 -.109 -,C?5 -.129 -.075 -.09; . 
C ,J12 .252 .207 .18J .176 -,OJ3 -,0?.:;' -,028 -,C.26 -,023 C'rJ ob;!/<nl};_ 
A ,359 .261 
B ,093 .051 







,i$J7 -.26J -.1:':9 -.J.14 -.1C·~ -.107 
.039 -.0'?6 -,O:i.7 .000 -.OOi> -.G10 
,1118 .187 ,11~2 .111~ .102 ,0')7 
13 
.209 -.078 .127 ·,129 
QZ_cb/~!:_11 
p 
Linear Equations method averaging .091 below the actual value for 
a single observation, and .1J7 below the actual value for five 
estimated observations. The Replacement by Cell Ee an O·~eth od "A") 
ranged from .157 to .200 below the actual values for the same 
observations. 
Table 2 indicates that the cell variance is significantly 
related to the accuracy of estimation for both methods, yet it is 
not as strong as the cell means correlation to accuracy. The 
correlation coefficients show the dominant relationship to be with 
the cell containing the most estimated observations. -The actual 
number of observations within the design shows no relationship to 
accuracy or preference to method of estimation. The multiple 
regression coefficients in Table J and the correlation coefficients 
in Table 2 support this finding. 
The only instance in which the number of observations within 
the design shows any significant relationship is in the difference 
between the two estimation methods. The multiple regression 
coefficients of Table 3 indicate that the number of observations 
within a cell accounts for 35% of the variance for the equation to 
predict the difference between the two methods. Graph 1 illustrates 
the strong increase in the difference between the methods as the 




















COH!lELATIOr:AL.COZF.Fl(;IEf:'TS FOH or~ TO Ti:;~:.:;6 :c;::;n1'..\'riot;:'> 
WlTHrn O!lB CBLL \H'i'H Ci:.:LL, COJ,U:-:K A;rn !1.0:i i'ArtAl.Ei'.2i(S 
m;z 111ssn:c OIG T::o 1assrna ass TH:t~;r~ l·!lS:Hr\G OES 
.MD 1 J.!D 2 ND 1 l'..D 2 hD 1 ED 2 
,00.39 -.0201 -~0166 -.0511 -.0002 -.0090 
.494 .4?2 .477 .428 .500 .487 
.;610 ,7240 ,3792 4 .J,594 ,7439 .093 .001 ,032 .001 ,09!.i- .001 
,9955 .9069 .9941 "002 I .<)924 .8979 
.001 ·.001 .001 ·:ooi J .co1 .001 
.6461 .5675 .621~3 .5351} .6J49 ,5715 
.005 .014 .006 .020 .005 .013 
r--
.7787 ,9653 ,7900 .9639 ,7756 ,9729 
.001 .001 .001 .co1 .001 .001 
.2681 ,La59 .2799 .4266 .2h93 ,1-1-138 
.167 .062 .156 .055 .185 .063 
,471~7 .57(;6 • 1~779 .5691 .1!·527 .56y.i. 
.037 .012 .036 .013 ,C!;.5 ,01IJ. 
.4499 .5497 ,4537 .51136 ,!}297 .5'-1-20 
.C46 .017 .045 .018 .055 .018 
.0586 -.1776 • 0324 -.211~5 .06'-J.9 . -.1892 
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NUHBER OF ESTD-!ATED OBSERVATIONS 
VS. THE DIFFERENCE BET;JEEN THE TvlO 
METHODS OF ES TIHATION FOR ALL CELL SIZES 
Number of Observations Per Cell 
13 15 17 18 25 20 
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.J I .2 









































2. COLUMN AND ROW EFFICIENCY 
The two methods depart most sharply from each other when the , 
cell means are substantially different. Graph 2 depicts the strong 
correlation (-.7638) between the two methods and the cell differences. 
Correlation Table 4 shows a strong significant relationship for four 
to ten estimated values within a design, with values ranging from 
- • .5421 to -.6339. 
When the estimated observations fall within more than a single 
cell, the estimation methods differ more substantially, ranging from 
a difference of 13.4% for a single estimated observation, to 21.6% 
for five estimated observations. There is a steady increase in 
difference between the two methods as the number of estimated 
observations increases across cells. As seen in Table 2, a strong 
relationship exists between the row and column means, arrl the 
estimation methods, The correlation coefficients are strongest 
using the Multiple Linear Equations Method, which yielded correlation 
coefficients ranging from .5431 to .9640; while the Replacement by 
Cell Mean Hethod produced coefficients 20'p to 50f, lower. 
18 
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CC':tR;;;Lt.T!CS CO'.::FfICJ:;;r:rs FOH CCLUX~~. no·,r VAi(I:;~:;~:) Al:D l<:,Ak), ;.[!i:l.1 :~ OF o::.s:::l\',~TJ0!3 
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OF COL 2 F:OW 2 cor. 1 COL 2 R.Oil 1 RO'.i 2 l:U:'. CE'>.5 
~zT or-:; HEAN t--:FA.t~ VAJi Vltl~ .VAR· VAR rn C .. :.LL 
........-----
A) ,5696 .7370 ,5316 ,533·7 .4611·8 .6231 -.1.329 
.013 • 001 .025 .025 ,O!H .006 
10 B) 
.4J17 c :~e;0.7J61• .7v~2 ,6708 ,7605 -.Ill 93 ,054 .CO! ,002 .002 ,OOJ .001 .068 
C) -.3108 -,OC3J .2837 .2520 .2634 ,3349 C·9·2Q 
.... Jll~ 
A) .6~81 ,7800 ,3928 ,375"i .2390 ,4783 .-6]16 
.007 .001 ,031 ,081 ,038 
8 B) 
.5234 ~9?28 )·l-l-846 .4913 ,IJ04) .5246 -.1679 
o•·o ,06{ .021 .023 • 001 .043 • -r" 
C) -,JOI;) I ot26 ,3350 ,31;63 .;271~ .3562 c-=-::--, ~~ilLlf 
-
A) .5981} ,7739 ,3736 .356) .268) .L}~9~ .0::69 
.009 .001 .O!J.1 
6 E) ,5253 ( .9l1.}o. ~ )·5536 ,591.i-5 .4928 ,61?9 - . ?._547 
.022 ,QQ1 .• 019 .020 .031 .ooo 
c--~ C) -.3210 ,0694 .;255 ,3326 ,J'.j.5J .JZ'·l-7 6339 
r-.r ." 
..... "'J.7~~-1 
A) .6816 ,7501 ,JOOJ ,3332 .19'.25 ,3963 .127J 
.003 ,001 
1, B) ,@i.714 0~2 ~-·531 ,366Ji- ,3001 .4596 -e0390 :;:z _ .,. f 
.005 OQ,L .042 
C) -,3752 
-.3136 .1777 .2013 .19"(3 .1892 -.4)1t 
··---
A) • 7171 . . J431 -.C'701 -.0387 -.2030 • C:473 ,Ll.179 
,001 ,018 
2 B) .6737 . .'A22 -.1663 -.1e2~' - ,2CJJI> -.0571 ,)s;.39 
.OOJ ,018 
C) -.J60t 
··.)029 .17'i6 .1767 .1'?9J .1709 -.J279 
_, .. --··---------·-.-~.,,-------
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3. OVERALL EFFICIENCY 
When a single observation in the design is estimated, the two 
methods are relatively equivalent, The difference between the two 
methods is slight, ranging from no difference (as seen in Table 5) 
to a 10,.b difference (as seen in Table 1), with the average estimation 
being 2.5% of the actual value, When two or more values are estimated, 
the Multiple Linear Equations Method averages an 11.4% more accurate 
I 
estimate, For ten estimated observations this method is 21.6fo 
more accurate than the Replacement by Cell Mean Method, and 9% more 
accurate for two estimated observations. 
Table 6 and Table 7 list the variances for the "within cell" 
and the "overall" variances for all sample sizes and number.of missing 
observations. Since the large number of samples appears to have 
stabilized the variance, the ratio of the variances for the two 
methods also appears stabilized, As a result, the variances for the 
individual data configurations' has no apparent pattern, 
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TABIZ 5 
~EI.ATIVS .SFFJ:Cr.::::r;y O? !:':Ti'.OD (A) Rd'IJ,c::::!:<.:liT SY c;:;u, i·'.:--<;.\!I, 
{B) 1<UL·~'ItiL?~ LII~Zf·Tt ~QC}~TIOi::> A;,1) (C) T;~~ DII•".!~~~!(i.::D:: ~>~'!,·~E~ll TiC!~ 
71;0 ;,::-;·,':;,Jr.a FCR c;;;.;; :·o r:-:11 ."!iiT.G·'.:.T:::D Ol:S~ftVATIO:·;;.; .:rrrrn; SAI'.PL3 
(H:DHii:.UJ,.L VALU~ Ail.:~ G~~CU? A\fi.N:.G.2:.S) 
-----i:{.J}J{::;R OF EST~:'.A'l':.;;:> 02S3RVATIOi;J rn TOTAL A::O\LYSIS-------
10 9 8 'l 6 5 4 J 2 1 AVG 
1.) -,216 .03'} ,010 .029 -,OJ1 .042 .026 ,012 .052 -.71J ,013 
B) -.J50 -.050 -,120 -.0)~ -.156 -.077 -,092 -,108 -.050 -.713 -.110 
C)°-,1)4 ,OJI} -.110 -,067 -.125 -,OJ5 -,066 -,096 -.002 ,000 -,097 
A} -,013 .010 ,101 .179 ,095 .111} .123 ,000 .28'.l -.971 ,111 
B} -.151 -.120 -,025 ,0~3 -,025 -,002 .016 -,106 ,187-1.0.54 -,006 





A) -.o~s -.103 -.097 -.021 -.oso -.110 .068 -.113 .106 -.JJ9 -.059 19 
B) -.2?.!} -,219 -,203 -,124 -.18J -.209 -,029 -.206 ,017 -.JJ9 -,160 
C) .130 .116 -,106 -,103 -.103 ,099 ,039 -.09J ,OiJ9 ,000 -,101 
A) -,118 -,267 -,094 -.1JJ -.033 -,095 -,076 -,077 ,052 ,198 -,102 18 
B) , 014 - , 111-1 , 023 -, 017 • 024 , 002 , 024 , 021 , 1J5 .193 ,005 
C) ,104 .126 ,071 .116 ,059 .094 ,052 ,056 -.083 ,000 ,097 
A) -.065 -,J29 -.J.5'+ -.292 -,398 -.315 -.323 -.449 -.218 -.157 -,J51 15 
B) -,2(9 -.153 -.193 -.132 -,250 -,217 -.193 -,J32 -,118 -,157 -,204 
C) .156 ,176 .161 ,160 ,lli-8 ,1)6 ,1JO ,117 ,100 ,000 .14·7 
A} -.?jO -.500 -,1+89 -.495 -.420 -,481.. -.J82 -,533 -.326 -.037 -,1>61 1J 
B) -.477 -.270 -.269 -.292 -.238 -,JOO -.221 -.381 -.17!~ -.037 -,273 
C) ,253 ,238 ,220 ,20J .182 .• 175 ,161 ,152 ,1ti.6 ,000 ,188 
A) -.912 ··.750 -,844 -.717 ~.678 -,587 -.500 ~.436 -,456 -,526 -,655 10 
B) -,449 -,375 -,517 -,1>14 -,410 -,JJ8 -.278 -.222 -,264 -.526 -.J80 
C) ,46J '· ,375 ,J27 ,J03 .268 ,249-·· .222 ,214 ,1'.)'L ,000 ,275 
A) -,532 -,523 -,591 -.428 -,434 -.382 -,350 -,359 -Sil -.J82 -,1(34 9 
B) -,142 -.169 -,293 -.165 -.192 -,161 -,178 -,159 -,J85 -,J82 -.190 
C) ,390 ,354 .298 ,263 ,242 ,221 .172 ,200 ,206 ,000 ,244 
A) .105 -,010 -,OJ5 -,002 -,050 -.OJ5 -.065 -,024 -,251 -.118 -.OJ6 8 
B) ,0QJ4 -.044 -,076 -,037 -.065 -,055 -,096 -.059 -,276 -,118 -,063 
C) ,101 -,OJ!;. -.041 -,035 -,015 -.020 ,-Jl .035 .025 .000 -,027 
A) ,057 -.092 -.092 -,114 -.159 -,069 -,101 ,01J -,lf33 -,J67 -.107 7 
B) .126 .056 ,029 ,009 ,052 ,005 -.016 ,079 -,38J. -,367 -.009 
C) -,069 ,036 ,063 .105 ,107 ,06'} ,085 -,066 ,069 ,000 .098 
A) -,21>) -.172 -.179 -, 11>3 - .169 -, 161 - .120 - , 126 - , 151 - .2J1 -, 1_5.q 
B) -.155 -.oe6 -.10J -,073 -,096 -.101 -.063 -.103 -.102·-.233 -.091 





HZUl11IVE E?j?Jc1;~?;cy OF 17~THO.;_} (A) f~PLf~~:.:::;:;T BY CELL E;-~.~}~. 
(B} i·:l!L'iJjCI!; LJ1::;AK. =.:c2u1~r::.o;·s :.:;j) (C} l'i!S R',!.'.~O (A/B) 0? 'ES T •• ·o 
E3'I"I11ATI0l:S fGt~ 01::2~ TO 'I'r.i~·~ :~T·r.:~!.~T~D OBJ~~tYl1T:iO!;:) WlJ'EI!~ :::>rL-:PIE 
(AE IlmIVIv:.LL V,\Lii.G.5 AiG r;;cuP VARIJ..l:CES) 
------ l·:U:m:~n O? ES'l'TI-:ATLD ons::rNATIOl:-> rn '.!'CT.AL Al:ALY.:iL:i ------- C.E:LL 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 AVG SIZE 
,911 1.08L~ 1.015 1.037 1.0'+6 1.003 1.03J 1.055 1.106 .991} l .OJ2 
,913 1.0-3!~ 1.016 1.033 1.0~J ,999 1.031 1.C60 L121 ,994 1.0JO 25, 
,997 1.000 ,999 1.00J 1.002 1.004 1.001 ,995 ,986 1.000 1.001 
.960 1.011 ,967 ,971 ,990 1.006 .• 991 1.011 .911.J. 1.115 ,990 
.980 1.007 ,96h ,971 ,935 1.001 ,935 1.0C9 ,936 1.11,9 ,936 
,979 1.003 1.003 1.000 1.005 1.00i.f. 1.006 1.001 ,976 ,970 1.004-
.8911.1161.026 ,999 1.007 1.005 ,939 .932.1.115 ,739 1.008 
,89J 1.115 1. 023 • 994 1. 000 • 99? , 979 , 928 1.100 • 739 L 001 
,997 1.000 1.002 1.005 1.007 1,003 1.010 1.00'.J. 1.013 1.000 1.006 
.802 1.023 ,966 ,997 ,975 ,996 ,963 .928 ,908 1.036 ,979 
.803 1.016 ,960 .990 ,971 ,994 ,966 ,927 .913 1.036 ,975 
,998 1.006 1.006 1.007 1.004 1.002 1.002 1.001 ,994 1.000 1.0()l;. 
.940 ,961 ,993 ,972 ,975 ,996 ,999 .987 .938 1.321 ,985 
.936 .949 ,;;96 .962 .974 ,991 .983 ,975 .959 1.321 ,979 
1.004 1.012· 1.002 1.010 1,.001 i.005 1.0i1 1.0.!.2 1.0)0 1.00'.l 1.006 
,976 ,922 ,984 .930 ,954 ,999 ,997 ,972 1.022 1.437 ,978 
. .9'?5 ,921 ,965 ,966 .941 .985 ,975 ,961 1.023 1.4J7 ,964 
1.001 LOC1 1.019 1.014 1.013 1.01J 1.022 1.011 ,994 1.000 1.014 
1.074 1.040 ,924 ,959 ,972 ,971 1.033 1.034 .892 .860 .93J 
1.076 1.00!!. ,900 .944 ,957 .942 1.009 1.00J .8~8 .860 ,953 
• 993 1. 035 1. 026 1. 015 1. 015 1. OJO 1. 02J L OJO 1. 027 1. 000 1. 026 
1.052 ,996 1.Ct20 1.025 1.021 1.012 ,998 ,997 ,952 1.065 l .015 
,979 .943 .930 ,994 ,936 ,987 ,958 ,'961 ,9()1.J. 1.065 .930 
1.074 1.056 1.040 1.031 1.035 1.025 1.041 1.037 1.053 1.000 1.035 
1.107 1. 068 L 025 1. 052 !. 0113 1. 027 1. Ol~O 1. 007 L 007 1. J 5 0 1. OJ8 
.9% 1.017 .980 1.011 1.005 ,958 .992 ,972 ,974 1.350 ,996 
1.122 l .050 1.0'~·5 1.C40 1.0J7 1.039 1.048 1.0J6 1.0JJ 1.00J 1.042 
1. 0'+2 1.126 1. 05J 1. 099 1. 050 1. 006 1. 029 1.116 1. 050 1. 096 l • 056 
.B8J 1. OJ 0 • ~m· 1. 031 . 9'?5 • 9S'l • 93J 1. 062 1. 031 1. os,;6 • 991 
1.180 l.114 1.031.1.0651.0'(6 1.0511.C461.0.)0 1.C18 LOCO 1.065 
,975 1.0)!f .99'l 1.009 1.CO) l..002. 1;007 1.00J ,995 1.10'+ 1.006 
.9~2 1.006 .975 ,939 ,9:1 J .984 .9'.".6 ,9:.;5 ·,98) '1.101;. ,986 













INKER C.St.L /,J;D n;:;L:t! ROW Rr;LATl\I:; ::?l'ICI.:::l·::Y O:': 
(A) P.:::.FL.1~c2;.:::l·:T 3Y C.::LI, l::.;f:)~, (E) :·aUL!:::.PLS; I.I:~..; .. ·,rt S~. 
·J.zTHOD .t'~i~D (C) TiE P.).'flO (i .. /B) 0? 'I?.:~ T;:Q ~::..TL·~T!O!:.::I 
(J.LL IiJ)lVJDU,~L VALU&S Al(S GROUP v :.:~ur::::s) 
-----------CBLL 3----------- -----------C3LL 4--~-------- C~I,L CELL 
l:UJ-:8..::P. OF l'lLlSD:G 0133 n: CE;LJ, i;u:ss;{ OF =~sn;c ()JS I:: :;:;u. 1 2 
5 4 3 2 1 5. 4 3 2 1 ? '4 
A 1.190 1.0IO 1.055 1.057 1.017 1.016 1.114 1.048 1.003 1.066 .010 .010 
B 1.193 1.0i+1 1.052 1.055 1.023 1.01.5 1.11J 1.Qi.:.5 1.004- 1.062 ,007 .006 
C , 997 1. 001 1. 002 1. 001 • 994 1. 000 1. 000 1. 002 1. OC3 1. 003 . 
A .963 ,945 .999 ,959 ,958 .995 ,917 .943 ,979 .982 .01h .014 
B .962 .948 ,997 ,953 .965 .984 ,913 ,942 ,977 .973 .010 ,010 
c 1.001 .996 1.002 1.006 .992 1.011.1.004 1.006 1.co2 1.009 
A 1.062 1. 055 1. 076 1. 0£.3 1. 037 1.053 1. 064 1.055 1. 09~ 1.016 
B 1. 056 1. 042 1.067 1.054 1,()'.1.3 1.032 1.052 1.052 1. ()!.5 1 • 004 
c 1.005 1.012 1.008 1.013 • 994- 1. 000 1 • 011 1.002 1. 0~)7 • Sr~? 
A .9!f6 1.010 1.027 1.002 .926 1.010 .933 .930 1, 02: ,960 
B • 9~1: 1.007 1.019 .990 ,936 1.017 .937 .971• 1.015 .952 
c 1.002 1.002 1.007 1.008 ,939 ,993 • 995 1. 005 1. 0::5 1. ()'J~ 
A .962 ,923 1.011 ,976 ;901 1.017 ,y36 1.021 • 967 • ~·11 
B ,953 • 919 1. 001 9f.1. • v.,, .910 1.00J .979 1.007 .. ?59 o.::~ I /.,/4' 
c 1. 009 1. 004- 1. OC·9 1. 012 • 990 1. 013 1.007 1.013 1,0):, 1. 012 
A .803 ,942 .935 ,999 9+' ,934 ,956 9•-.lJ. • 92-7 r· .... ~ o L . ~ • ";!::J~ 
B ,793 .928 ,966 ,978 • 91.;.i ,923 . 9'-+2 ,935 • 9'10 • ;fj! 
c 1.006 L015 1.019 1.021 1.000 1.011 1.014 1.020 1. 01? 1.02;/ 
A 1.031 ,99~ .970 ,975 
B 1. 007 , 924· , 923 • 923 
c 1.02) 1.032 1.050 1.056 
,884 .964 1.013 1.013 .932 .965 
.&87 .950 ,961 ,959 ,9)~ ,913 
.996 1.0lli· 1.054 1 •. 056 1.046 1.0~ 
A ,963 ,999 1.031 1.050 .935 ,982 1.021. 1.011 1.025 1.032 
B .9!}9 .9~0 S31 ,995 ,9:;;1 ,931 ,974 ,955 ,959 ,961 
c 1.014 1.062 1.050 1.055 1.015 1.054 1.0'i3 1.053 i,063 1.073 
A 1.029 1.077 1.106 J .127 ,<)'?6 1.169 .93t'. 1.0:31 1.0'»6 1.079 
B .9;Jf ,975 1.0~l9 1.G!,4 .9:i7 1.0)0 ,')'J'? ,9:;6 ,960 .~9.'.J. 
c 1. 0'('~) 1.104 1. 096 1. 079 1.0JO 1.134 1, 0.'39 1. CX:i5 1. C•39 1.cs5 
A 1.100 1.111 1.057.1.W+ ,940 1.109 1.161 1.033 1.C9J 
B ,9!ili· .964 ,t}9! ,9(2 .889 .912 1.012 .9JO .9112 
c 1.16.5 1.152 1.186 1.!l.·7 1.057 1.216 1.1!+7 1.169 :.is>: 
A 1. OG4 !. 005 1. 0) 1 1. 011 • 951 1. 02'7 1. 015 1. 01 9 1. 01!; 
. B • 971 • 9&~\ , 990 , 9:;1 , 9116 • 9SI} , 979 , 979 , 97"/ 
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SUMMARY OF HAJOR FINDINGS 
1. The method of Approximation by Multiple Linear Equations was 
substantially more accurate than the method of Replacement by 
Cell Mean in estimating missing values, averaging from 10.9-~ 
to 19.7fo more accurate an estimate within a given cell. 






actual values, averaging 9.1% for the Multiple Linear Equations 
Method to 96.0% for the Replacement by Cell Mean Method • 
The variance within the cells displayed a significant but minor 
relationship to the accuracy of estimates with correlation coef-
ficients of .2493 for one estimated value for the Replac~ment 
by Cell }~an Method, to ,5766 for three estimated values for 
the Multiple Linear Equations Method. 
4. The number of observations within the cell showed no apparent 
relationship to the accuracy of either estimation method with 
correlation coefficients ranging from -.2145 to .0649. 
5. The difference between methods was closely related to the number 
of observations within the cells. Using a }fultiple Regression 
process, the cell size accounted for 35% of the variance in 
the equation. 
6. A strong relationship (correlation coefficient, of -.7638)existed 
between the -difference in the two methods and the difference 
between the cell mean within the design. 
7. Approximation by Multiple Linear Equations was substantially 
25 
r . k• 
8. 
more accurate in estimating missing values within a given row 
or columi:i, averaging 1J.4% to 21,6% more accurate than the 
Replacement by Cell Mean Hethod. 
Cell, column and row means showed a high relationship to the 
accuracy of estimate with correlation coefficients ranging 
from ,5354 to .9955 for both methods. 
9. There was little difference between the two methods for a 
single estimated observation. 
10. The Multiple Linear Equation Method averaged an 11.4% more 
accurate estimation for two or more estimated values within 
the design. 
11. The larger the number of estimated observations within the 
design,. the larger the difference became between the 
approximation methods. These values ranged from a 9.ofo 
difference for two· estimated observations to an 18.8~ 




The purpose of this study was to compare the three common 
methods o~-estimating missing observation~ in an analysis of variance, 
and to contrast these methods with the resulting values they produce. 
'.lhe method for studying this comparison was to generate samples of 
data, systematically exclude values from the data, an::l then 
estimate those values by the three methods, The samples were ran-
domly chosen with a mean of 0 an::l a variance of 1 (normal random). 
Each value estimated by the three methods was compared to the actual 
value the estimate had replaced. All values and their estimates 
were stored until a sufficient number of samples was generated to 
insure generalizability. 
After the data was further classified by the configuration of 
missing data, the secon::l phase analyzed each subgroup yielding the 
following conclusions, 
When two or more observations are missing from a cell in an 
analysis of variance, the }fu.l.tiple Linear Equation method is 
substantially more effective as an estimation method than the 
Replacement by Cell Mean Method, The larger the total numbe~ of 
missing values ~o be estimated, the more effective the multiple 
iterative method will be over the cell mean replacement method. 
For one missing observation, both methods are relatively the same 
in accuracy, Considering the time needed to utilize the Multiple 
27 
Linear Equations Method, the Replacement by Cell Mean Method is 
llIUCh more preferable in this situation, 
Both methods of estimation generally yield estimates that are 
less than the actual value, Both estimation m9thods consistently 
fell wel~ below the actual values for all sampled cell sizes, as 
well as the number of estimated observations, 
Finally, in general, where little difference exists between 
cell means, the replacement by Cell Mean Method would be sufficiently 
accurate to justify its use, If, however, the cell para.meters are 
not sufficiently similar, the use of the 111.lltiple Linear Equations 
Method would be more· advantageous, 
28 
RECOMI1ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The Multiple Linear Equations Method and the Replacement 
. by Cell Mean Method are easily applicable to a one-way Analysis 
of Variance with one or more levels, and would yield the same 
results for approximating missing observations. However, for more 
complex designs, considerations of time and level of accuracy may 
not justify application of the Hultiple Linear Equations Method. 
Whether the results of this study would be substantiated or altered 
for more complex designs is an area which merits further investigation. 
The Replacement. by Cell .Mean ~thod is a simple, but not very 
accurate method for more than a single estimated observation. If 
a design has large numbers of observations or is multilevel and 
multifactor, then the number of linear equations for the Multiple 
Linear Equations Meth~ becomes difficult to manipulate.. More 
research and effor.t should be performed in developing accurate, 
but easily computed methods for estimating missing observations. 
29 
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I. Approximate .Hethod 
Restrictions: 1. All cells must have equal number of observations. 
2. No cells may be missing. 
SUM OF SQUARES 
SSc = ~ ( (;, x1 _>2 / n1 • ) - (~ X, .)2 / n •• 
2 ' 2 
ssr = ~ ( ( Z: X.) I . n. j ) - ( ~ X • .> I n •• 
J 
sst = 'I: X:. - { ~ x. _>2 / n •• 
2 2 
ss0 = r. x •• -~'I: {( ~ ~{X1j) I nij )) 
i j i j 
Source: Minium (1970) p. 371 
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D.F. 
{ a - 1 ) 
( b - 1 ) 
( abn - 1 ) 
( n - ab_) 
( a - 1 ){ b - 1 ) 
II. COlWENTIONAL ANALYSIS 
Restrictions: 1. There must exist a proportionality among the 
treatment cell sizes, 
SUM OF SQUARES 
2 
ssr =~ (L x1 .-) I n1 • 
l. 
2 
SS = ~ ( L X • ) / n. J' 
c j •J 
2 ~ 2 
SS = r (X ) - '- L ( x1. j ) I niJ' 
e .. . i j 
sst = ssr + SS + SS. t + SS 
c in e 
Sources Kirk (1968) p. 200-1 
)6 
D.F. 
( a - 1 ) 
( b - 1 ) 
( n - ab ) 
( a - 1 )( b - 1 ) 




III. EXACT LEAST SQUARE 11ETHOD 
Restrictions: None 
SUM OF SQUARES D.F. 
ssr = r: l:, ( :X1. - x )2 i j • • • (a - 1 ) 
~ - - 2 SS =I:c..(X .-x) 
c i j •J •• ( b - 1 ) 
( a - 1 )( b - 1 ) 
( n - ab·) 
SS = SS + SS + SS. t + SS t r c :i.n e ( abn - 1 ) 
Sources Hays (1973) P• 501 
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IV. UNWEIGHTED l1EANS ANALYSIS 
Restrictionsr 1. Every cell has at least one observation, 
Procedure: 
2. Cell sizes are not proportional. 
1. Compute the mean for each ab cell. 
2. Run usual a:palysis of variance on the means 
as if they were the original observations. 
J, Calculate the expected mean squares from the 
equations below, 
4. Estimate the variance components by aqua ting 
the mean squares to their expected values. 
E(MSr) = E( 1r 1 ( xi. - x.. )2 I ( a - 1 )) 
= (abr1 ~ r (niJ.)-1ct 2 + bo-2 
i j e r 
E(MS > = E( r I: ex ·. - x l 1 c b - 1 > > 
c i j •J •• 
• 
= (ab,-1 I: I: (n . .)-1 Ci2 + a a-2 
i j l.J e c 
E(MSint) = E(~ ~ (Xij - xi. - x.j + x .. >2 I (a - 1 )(b - 1)) 
l. J 
= (ab)-1 ~ t:_ (ni .)-l<rf +O"'r2c 




Sources Hartwell (1973) 
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V. LEAST SQUARE ANALYSIS 
Restrictions: 1. Unequal cell sizes are the result of the 
nature of the treatments. 
Method; Appropriate estimates of the components of the 
sum of squares are those values that make the 
error SS as small as possible. This is 
achieved by adjusting the SS by one of two 
methods. 
1. Doolittle Algorithm 
(1) = G2 / n 
•• 
(2) = tx2 
(J) ='E( A~/ n1,) 
(4) = I:. ( B~ / n . ) 
J • J 
(5) =I: !:. (ABi. I n .. ) i j . J 1J 
-dj = AB1j - AB2 j 
Source: Winer (1962), p, 499 
SS cell = 
ssa = 
ssb = 
SS = e 
39 
(5) - (1) 
(J) - (1) 
(4) - (1) 
(2) - (5) 
2. DWYER'S SQUARE-ROOT ALGORITHM 
21. n . J 
B'j 
p· q 
-I: L nij TAij 
- B •. -l.J 
1 i I: ~j 
r 
n' 'ij = I 'C"" It n .. - ""n k" l.l. 1 l. 
r 
compute far all cells 
compute for all columns 
where k = 1,2, ••• ,i-1 
n'' = (n' .. -Z:n'' . n'' ) / n'' 11. ij l.J 1 kl. kj 
where k = 1,2, ••• ,i-1 
and j~i 
Algorithm terminates after q - 1 rows are complete 
SS = !:, B'. 12 
b(adj) j J 
SS = SS - SS - SS 
ab(adj) e a b(adj) 










1. Least Square Method 
The method of least squares is .··used when the unequal cell 
sizes is due to the nature of the experiment or treatment. ¥dssing 
values are estimated by the insertion of values that minimize the 
residual sum of squares. That· is, unknown quantities are inserted 
when values are missing, and the analysis is carried out as usual 
to yield a residual sum of squares. This residual will be a 
function of the unknown quantities. It is then differentiated with 
respect to each of the unknown quantities, and the resulting system 
of equations is solved for these unknowns. These solutions are 
inserted in the place of the missing observations. This method is 
used only for one missing observation per cell. 
Procedure: 1. For Randomized Blocks use the formula: 
X = (aT + bB - S)/(a - 1)(b - 1). 
Where: a = number of treatments 
b = number of blocks 
T = sum of items with same treatment 
as the missing item 
B = sum of items in same block as 
missing item 
S = sum of all observed items 
R = sum of all observed items in same 
row as missing item. 
2. Reduce D.F. in total and Error s.s. by 1. 
41 
J. For comparison of treatment means: 
2 a 
s2 -+-----
b b(b-1 )(a-1) 
4. The mean square will be slightly inflated. 
The correction factor to subtract is: 
(B - (a - 1) X)2 
a ( a - 1)2 
• 
2. J.'hltiple Linear Equations .Hethod 
Initial estimates are assigned all the missing observations 
·but one, which is othen estimated by the applicable formula •. Using 
this value, and the initial estimates of all but one, the second 
missing value is found by the formula. This procedure is followed 
until all estimates show no significant change from one cycle to 
the next. The number of cycles necessary before convergence is 
attained depends heavily upon the choice of the initial estimates 
and, of course, on the user's definition of convergence in a given 
application. This method is used for more then one missing observation 
but not more then a few. 
Procedure: 1. Enter'-a. reasonable value for all but one 
Source 1 Kirk (1968), p. 202 
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missing value. 
2. Use X = (aT + bB - S)/(a - 1)(b - 1) to 
estimate the other missing value. 
J. Using the value computed in 2, estimate the 
value or values guessed in 1. 
4. Using the value obtained in J, re-estimate 
by formula 2, the value of the second missing 
observation. 
5. Subtract one degree of freedom for each 
estimated observation. 
6. For the sums of squares and means squares 
analyze the data ignoring the treatments and 
missing values as a one-way classification 
with unequal numbers, the blocks being the 
classes. The error sum of squares will be 





ESTUIATIOS OF .'.\hssnro VALUES IS RAXD0~117.ED BLOCXS 
Con,1qvralian. o/ m41ina •oluei 
ino: relevant row •nd column tot.alt or tho 
qunntitics 'I• • pU. + qC. - C) 
I rnissinst values in difTcrcnt.ruws Rnd 
eolumns 
1 tnluinc values in one row 
f X l rectangular t.fnllf or D>iUinz VBlUCS 
vn• ••'I•• Pt 
'lrl • • • 1Jr• P, 
Q1 ••• Q. s 
J11tcn1ccting row 11.nd column, (r +I - 1) m.v. 
'JU••• 'Ji. Ip 
Q 
Two ovcrlappinc rowa, (11 + 11) inisaini: v:>lucs 
2)11 • • • "" I 'I•. ••l • • "'"·I -
'JU • • • '7!1 - ']t. 1•1 • • 'JJ.•, 
Q, ••• Q, 
Sul.·ruw tol.ala: 
·I' .. 
, ... 1; /•14 . ' r .. 
p,./im inary /armula1 0 
p' - JI - 1, p" - ,, - 2. p - p - , 
q' - f - t. q" - q - :?. " - q - • .. d 
a • p'q' - 1, b • a +I l/a 
8 .. l°:'ll 
I S/o l/o 
1/o 
a • p'tT - 1, b .. a + f 
1'/'I 1/11 
1/a 
a • fHT - ra, b • a + Jl'l 
S/a r1/a 
t/a 
a .. M',.fl • qp'v,y • pvC'P't' - 1) 
l(p/a 
t • t'P. + p'v - f"T, 1 • J'flf 
p'v/a 
l • l(p1 + p'v.. - p<T, a • p'q'pv - I 
L • t'pP + p'vQ - P"'lu L/a l/a 
T't - .. -t,1'1 ... _, 
'Y - f>'Cv1 + "• ) - (r, + rs ) 
a1 • (p'va -ri)/y,aa -·1 ... a, 
p'a1/c 
(J, • (p'v1 - n)/y, (J, • 1 - p, 
"' • p'I + 71"C/J1 ra +fJ1r1),a • l(p'p"!I - 1i:n) 
1 • (p'J>u - p'J>is + pPn - pl'u)/-y 
.\/ • p'cr1/'u + p'cr.I'u + p"P1l'11 + p"p,p,. 
p"{Jt/a 
.. ,., . ..,,.,. - r,r,l/'y. 1 .. Jf/f, 
.If /c ... , .. 
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ln<omplete 'ttimai.i:u• - B-tn 
Complet4 .. 1imaln:U - A-1n (N.D., only 
when n!I mi•slni: \•nlucs nre in one confi~ration) 
u;"' .. f/1/4 
UI - (lni1 - S)Jnb 11 - 1 : " - 'llP't'I 
"~} ftD} VI • (lTf/I + p )/p'qtT 
v1,•} f"'} 
.. <P"'lt/ +pP; +vQ1 + )/P0/4 
111; 8 
uu• .. ('Yl)rr +crP +{3Q +110)/a{J 
ur/* .. (lTl)1/ + P + ft•)/{3 
u,1• • (pl)n + Q + pw)/a 
!For'"', tll/ • VIJ, omit tho terms in ... ) 
; :s !: . 
Ulf} {"'aM} w(p"1711+Q1+(-)lp"• + )/pp''v. 
"" paa 
j >I: 
VI~} • tp'~} 
• (1/IJ + (-)1t + )/p'f 
'"' fJ,:, 
TABLE 9 
CORRECTION FORHULAE FOR S UJ·S OF SQUARES I.N A RAl\OONIZED BLOCK DE.:>IGN 
Cou11~T1tJ~ J-·onNUl.At. .......,~ ... ----..... ~..---~~~---,~~ .......... ~ .... ~=-,;.,.;.;;.;;,;,;.;,;;;,~;;;;..~,;;~ ........ ':""""'" ............ ~ .................. ..,,.._ ........................... .... 
frtl,..°i'O&IJt tfHT«11°M: C' • a'B:'a 
C.,,,phlc t«rtt/1°011: c • .. 'A"'• (X.n., 011ly •·hrn all 
R&a.,.ing nh1e4 art! in OH(' ronlig:uration) 
C~flol'clifJI& of .. inin'I rtil.tit'I 
<ah@•·inat n:fe\•Anl row and f'c1funm U•tAI. 
Ill lhc .:1vxiti3ry ,..,.l.luol• •I 
I .. l mW.inc v~l.it"lil lq dilrf'ttnC "' ..... , 
·ind culun11111. 
'· • miN.in' Yalucs in.°"" tow 
•· • • .. 1r 
a. • X • ""''""'""'' arn.y ol nu..ing v~I-
....... 
Pttlim1'narr J-•la< 
.,,, .. , - r, 11'.' •,, - 2. , - , - , 
t' • f - I, t'' • t - 2, r • f - 1 
• • ,.,. - I, • • • + I 
s - t. .. 
• - ,. •• - '• • - • + • 




,,, ...... ~. 
~r. 
Q • ... Q. $ ~~-:-:--.-~-:-:-~-+~_:_~~~~~-~~~~~~~~--1~~ 
'· Jn~duc ro~ and cohm,n, (• + ' - I)"'·"· 
........... J,. 
!:J Q 
~. T"·o ovcrlappin& ro ..... (" + .,) 
mialiag nJucs 
.......... , ......... ''·"I - ' 
~Q···· t ............. . 
•••• Q. 
........... "''•"'' Pu,,.,. 1-
r,. - Pn 
I• t'lf + 'l''•r - ,. 
. • • ,.,.,, - I 
L • 9',P + ,·,q - "*'" 
"• - •• - t, "• - •• - ' 
y • ''(.,, + rJ - (r1 + rJ 
•• • (p'r, - -Y,)/-r, •• • I - o, 
1, • (p',, - r,)/y, '-• • I - •• 
"' - p't + 1rw, ... + ,,,J. •. lVi'r"t - ,.,., 
6 • (p''•••• - r,•J/y 
L - J1'l10 - _p'/'1, + ,,P,. - p1•0 
JI • 1'0,Pu + p'a.P,, +'"I.Pu + p"6,Pu 
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~ E .:. + ., E E ,!, + -,, E <'! C'c}·"°'' ,. ... a• 
... ... , .... ,..... , , .. 













Latifl •9,,.; •• Y ouJen M/Uare /.,,111 ire ~..,.,. 
~PE It DESIGNS IP rep•. or,, trcatmcnta ··!k Tt'ps. ol t treatrncnta Ir rcpa. o( 11• Lnllltancnta in JI X p aquareeJ. n rep•. or basic desia:n. 
COEl'FICI EXTS in a p X 11 SttUnrcJ in I: row1 X I columns! 
n .. "111u1ut•t " repa. or b ... ic design Balanced: 
). - l:(k - 1)/(1 - 1) l'&rtiAlly balanced (>. ~ 1): podd:). •l,r -(p +!)/:!.• • (1•-l>/2 
,v - npl .V • nkt 3 :c; , < (11 + 1)/2 l' even:). •2. r •p+I. •-p-1 
(,., r) rclatiun ~'""•• ~.y,, .. np!r(r - l)a •• "p!'"•• 
' 
' 
Identic:il {11 .. ) (p - 1)(1171 - .. - l) k(I: - l)(nk - " - 1) (p - l)(r - l)(nrp - nr - p - l) (1• - 1)1(n• - l) f'. 
r San1e R Samo R -(n>.l: - n). - 9k +•> 
or _,,.,, - " - 1) -Cr - l)(n~p 
- nr - p - 1) -{p - 1)(11• - 1) 
&AnlO C Saino C -l:(nk - n - 1) 
_., 11qn11re 
t} Ditr.R S..nio T -(11 - " - 1) Same T -(I:' - 2k +. - 11).) (r - l)(nr + J) - p 
and ... - 1 
ditr.C Di tr. r .. + 1 DilT. T n>. +111: - • {:} (r - l)(nr + J) 
. 
Same T 
-(p - l) -(kt - 2k + •> -Cr - l)(pt - l) -CJJ - I)' 
t} Cr - l)(p + J) t} 1' - 1 milar 1quarc1• 
Ditr.T J 9.t - ' 
{;} -.(p - , +J) {:} , - J {~} -J 
'Same T -(p - l)(pr - p - r - 1) -CJ> - l){p - 3) 
---
t} pr-p-r-1 t}· ,, -3 Di,,.in1ilar T .. treauneM, R • row, C • column. 
1quarea •$q11:1r~• wid1 \ho •ame grouping o( treatrucnt.s into 
~ pnrt·•imila.r) Ditr. T rows 11nd cohunrui. Except pOMibly in a latt.lcc aquaro {~} -(p +• +_1> {:}-<•+!) t} dcaign b:Uanoo.;! in (p + 1) aquares, aimilar aquarea occur -3 only who:i \ho baaic deai1:11 is rcpe.-.tcd, i.e., when n ~ 2. 
"*On~ groupinit (into rowa, or columns) in one iqus.re 
Samo T i1 tho aarn-! 41 one croupin~ in tho 01.Ler aquare, There &ro no part·ain1ilar aquarca ii n 
- J -CJ> - l)(p - 2) 
and ll • 1. 
{~} / Yovdrn 19uor1: 1, e: Co, C. have 1 trenuncnt.s l.n common, including 11 ot To, T., a.rt-aimilar Dill". T Lat1ic1 ·~•wrt: rclalion code: T. a.nd T. occur ro1cther: ,.·-2 >quarea .. 
{o} in one or moro { z} i:o\ in R., R., C., or C,, but • { z} n~where in the 1.-.me 







TYPE I DESICN;< Blotkl 
coEFFIClE~TS [1 lrcl>tmenta, 
... b blocka) 
N - U 
(11, •) relation Na •• 
TA31E 11 
CoEf'FJCIENTS FOR :\{1ss1NO v A.LUE EQUATIONS 
Balanced incomplrlt blutb 
[r rcp1. of I trc11 tmcn ta 
in b blocka of k plots] 
n reps. of b:>sic de!i&n 
N n nbk • 11rl,). - r(k - 1)/(t - 1) 
n).l:l<I., 
S911arc lnUito 
Ir reps. of p• trcatrncnts in bloelcs of p plots) 
11 rep1. o! bMie d c1ii;n N - nrpt 
B11lanccd:r - p + 1 Part. biJn.nccd: r < p + l 
(r - l)lv·c., 
Si,,.plt tub it Intl iet 
13 reps. or ,,. treatments 
in blocka of 1' plota) 
n rcpt. o! bnsic design 
N - 3np' 
Idcntleal (o •• ) ci. - 1)(1 - o (k - l)(n).I - l:) p(p - 1)(11p - I) (r - l)(p - l)(nrp - p - 1) 2(p - 1)(3npl - :>' - p - I) 
Same block -Cb - 1) -(11>,I -.1:) 
Same T -(I - 1) -.l:(k - 1) 
Slroilar 
block• Dill. T 1 .. 
Same T 
-Ck* - 21: + •> 
Disolmilar 
---
block1 Dill'. T qk - • 
T • trca.tmcnt, B - blo¢k. 
Sirru'1<1r Wotl:a: block• •ith the JAme aet o! tre:.tment&. Noto that, ex-
cept in the cue o! Ra.ndomized D!ocka, aimil&r blo.:lcs occur only when the 
bOAic dcaiin is rcpc:.ted, i.e., when n ~ :?. · 
{
A replicate (aqua.n, or cube) of tru.tme.'lta, (ft • 1), 
R<11ion: . 
n co:n•pondi;ig replica.tea, (n ;:: 2). 
Balanced inc;omp/tlt Wod:a: 1, 9: B. r.n<! B, h&ve I tru.tmcnta in com-
mon, ir.c!udini; q( - 0, l, or 2) of T. , T • • 
Sq"a" /at:iec; Tlla:i~n code: T. and T. o.:cur tocether: 
-p(np - 1) 
-p(p - 1) 
p 






-(r - l)(nrp - p - 1) 
-Cr - l)(pi - 1) 
(r - l)(p + 1) 




t} in one of B. , !J. ; {~} in A block other than B. or B, ; {:} nowhere in tho 1:1me block. 
(Thia code is a contracted form o! & code aimila.r to 'hat described below for the cubic lattice.) 
· .Cllbic lallict; rc/otfon code: The first line of the cod4.represcnta the th:oe c!igita o! tho pHudt>-fadnrial cod1 for T. • The digit.a 
for the t"'O factora .,..hicb 11.rc confounded with b!ocka in the region containing " &re represented by 0'1, and· the dicit for tho 
other factor by :i.n r. The second line o! tho codo is simi!u, corrcapondini: to~. Doublt dol• between a p:i.[r of dii:it.a aigni!y that 
the two dipta .re nun1eriC3.lly eq1:al. (The order in which the three pa.ira of digit.a occur is irrelcw.nt.) 
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-2(311p• - pl - p - 1) 
-2(p• - 1) 
2(pl + 'P + 1) 
-(p - 1)'(2p + !) 





(p - l)(2p + 1) 
{~ 0 ~} zoo -(p - l)t 
{o:"} %00 -(':!p + l) 
{: 0%} 
",, 0 
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Uo c::u !=1•4 
lCU,,. I l J =c~-r.;t.-l 
ISiut-<=LCIJM(4l 
uu t;(J~ ! =l tiJ 
~ 
0 




fri 6 LI 6 . . F 0 r! ;. ;,f I !:> r t> • 3) 
2b 
l.i:.=·~u1,c-.:. 
~ .. ..i. ir. <t.,ce>J 
F Ok r• 1\T ( • l t ) 
... _ 1.,;0 cf i·,;=l,'+ 







DATE 76.084/01.31.23 ji; 
~ 
C (J 1.; I i I\'.) I:. C4 · 
() () ,., u 11 ..;= i ''+ ....... --···· -··-····-------·---,--·---.:....·--------------·-·-- ~ ---~----------------·-··. --·-----·-·--·--- ______ ._: __ - -(:~U~~-A - · 
27 
u~ out L=1,c ~ 
l\~AfHX(..;tll=~AlHX(Jtl> • 
~!"1-d r<A (.Jt l J =MA fRX (J'-1>-----·-------- ·-----H-- -·-·---··-----·---·--···- --------·- --- ·· --
--·· --bU(j CQ:-..1 lt'.U( 
ltd 1 :t:1<1<A-l 
11=1 
----------·-··--- l c:= 1 . . ... ·-·- ······--·-··--'--·--------·----
. GO b0U 13=ltlNJT · 
DU 1uD l~=l,lNlT 
C~LL GUM~U(lCOM,MAfHX,NMATRX,NC'M~AlRX) 
--------· I ILK= I H.K + L. ______ _: _____ ·-------·--·-··---
65 
1\ = U 
T~Ul"·=U.v 
uu O!J l=l,COL 
DU t:>S_ ..;:::;J,}(U•\i 
":1; ... J. 
S lJ "I I •'> ) = 0 
f!'l lt~ > =u 
------------------------- -------· ··--·- ·····-·--·-------·-··· -·--
----------------·--·------·-··-·-·-·-·-····---···--- ·---·--···--·-··· 
., 
i,.,. · .... 
-....,. 
1;Q "?V Nr!:l9 1+ 
L='•l. ll\1~ l 
l.J(). ~v r,::: 1 ,L 
~ u1•i ('•I\) = :>ui"J (1-.;j\,) +l~MA T RA (I'll~' K) 
I" r. (rm 1 = 1- N ( r·H>;J + .i. • 
hlJ COi. I lt<Ul 
YO CUI< i lt.Ut:. 
DC lUO l=ltCOL 
lJ\:=(J.-l)Wf!_ 
li 0 J. 0 (l ,J = J. ' k (I·"' 
J~=i~• (~-l)*~VAH+l 





(i () 1 J. v :" N = i , i::'. 
CCJL ·1 (i'I~ l =u. U 
t. t;" T < 1''•i" I = u. v 
CULi• (i'1l~l =v 
H Li,; 1\ ( i". f·; ) : i.. 
l.'.<J··· I I 1df_ 
t.;rJ l.c.U l=i .cvL 
I;,:tl-ll"~ 
CC J.c\J .J=ln<uw 
,j••i= i i-1+ ( J-l J *I'd Ak+ l 
COLTIJl=CuLTIJl+SUM(JN) 
caL~CJ1=~u1..N<J>•~N<Jk> 
Cui- 11 NUt 
vO 140 .1::.1.,l'<i.Jl'i 
Jr,=C~-ll 
GG l<+v 1=1.<.:uL 
I I\ = J;' .. ( l - J. ) -:; tHH~ * N v A k + 1 
r-: Q •• f ( I I = r. u ~. f C l l +SUM ( l i';) 
"< 0";' ( 1 I = ~ J 1-. 1\ ( l l + r i~ ( 1 I~ ) . 
Cu:• f lHJt. 
-.:=v 
DO J.1.0 d=br!. 
- - -- - - -- - . .. - C 0 LA v 1,, ( N ) =CULT I i'. ) IC(; L N (N l --- . 




r- Tl.Jr =NC ( l' +"1C ( 2) +1~C ( 3) +l\iC ( 4) 
---------lF (i.T()T .i::G. 4"'NIJMC). Go T0'"37r-·-.-.. -~·---- --~---------------------- -------------
c 
C ~~PLAC~~~Nf ~y CELL M~AN 
c 
1vF Lli= .l 
DO lo!:> .JK1·=1 •4 
Ll=NC(JK!)+1 
1-iE.lrlOD #1 REPLACEMENT BY CELL MtAN 
lF CL! .c, 2!, 'i"vMC) GO _TO_l6S .. - ... -----.. - ... -------·----·~----------·-----·---·--·-- ·-·---··---------~---------: DO lt:iU Jr, =L '"JUMC 
~~Al~J(~~l,~K~l=XbAk(JKll . 
lev cc~·..i i.hut 
le:; CtJNT lrwt:.. 
.. -- - . lJ 0 J. I 0 l d = J , .+ . 






---- 83 1 .. I~~ Ur 9=3; q;· -·-- -·-·---------· ------------·----·-------------------
~;rd ·1 !::. < U' 1 o l ) ( Ui'1A TR i\ < 1 ~ , J4 > , J4 =I A, f\ UI'-' C) , NC ( I 9 r, I 9 , I\ FL G 
c cn~~Gt:.. l~!S CARO ••••• ***** ***•* O•··~· 
-------·· -----··--- -·-----. __ _. ,.___ ...... - . ·-·-·· ~ .. ·-----------· .. ··- ·- -------------···--~--- ·----- ..... . 
:; 

























l.t/•~f' ~.>1.-U;i,..f ~~lHuU H~ L~A~f S~LAhl M(THOD #2 
IF l~TuT.~f. 4•~u~~-l) GO IU c~ll 
l\:FU,=I. 
UO i::: 1J5 !\M:=~t4 
IF <r~C(Kt<.r;J.t~. ~1Ul1t;-J.) l)U 10 20A 
C () r·J I 11• Ur 
,;u r 11 J .l ~ 
H i !\Kr .. qf:. l) <,,Ii Tu c L) 
,.. = l 
C=l 
Ir (1\1\!\el~l· t!) Gu fu t!J.~ 
r•=c · 
C=l 
If ll\Kl'-.M:. • .31 GO ICJ 214 
"= l (. = i:: 





U~1 c.'+\; Jtj::j,4 
l XA=i'lU1•ll .• -~ 
00 2'+V JJ=lAXt~U~C 
Cv ~ i KX ( 10-t JJ l =tlfi"A I k>. ( Hh JJ) -Sl"-A l RX (I~~ J3) 
curd l MJc. 
lJ(J i:!t.tl .i.~=:;, .. 
Lt AST SCJIJAf<E 
"'id It:. < IJ do f > < u1>1A 1 t<X ( J '1, J'+ J , J4= I At I\ lJfll C.) , NC (I 9) tI Cit l\f'LG CQ~flNUl . 
1Tt~A11V~ Mt1HVu ~ 3 
CON f lt!Uc. 
i.iO .::!:>3 .JKl=-ltt! 
l'<~k~~\.JKl):H0ft~V~(J~J) 
CL~V0(JKLl=LULAVGl~Kl) 
cu I'• I l 1\ u t. 
t-iE.TliOtJ #3 
IF (1~1or.L1. NUML:*4•1J 60 TO i:!5l 
METHOD #3 METHC0.#3 
IJ~=~UML-J. _ 




9(; t'f)() Jl\l=J,4 
Ll=!\t:luKJ.1+1 
lF (Ll .bl. ~UMt:) GU 10 2b0 
lF \Jl\l ••~!::.. l> \:iO TO ~.;u 
io\=l 
C=l 




lf (JKl oNt., 2J .GI) TO t:J'+ ... ·-- ---··· . --· ... _ i~= l 
C=<:: 
'··-----.•-•••• . ___ ,,, .. __ ,_ """'' •u • ••o ·-•· • ..-.••-•·- , •.• • -· •·• •····~ ••• • ... •• -··•· ..,.••-••-·• _.- ·~ 
IFt~Kl .~f. 31 60 10 23b 
i.\ 












H (.JKJ. ·•··t. 4l <:io ru t::Jo 
r1:(! 
C=C: 
~0 ~~~ ~~t::.=L~t~UMC 
J;,:l1~T (1\,1•1/\1;.A (.JKl tvl\2)*10.**:,) 
!Y=1Nf(I ICLA~G(C}+H~A~G(kl)/ioO)*lO.*~b) 
If(!;, of:llo 1 Y oilf.<o l T obt.o 25) (,U 1C 270 
~~~i~A(Jl\lt.JK~l=CCLAV~((..)+H~AVG(R))/2.0 
CO•" I l r~uc: 





liU (!"/':> '-'"i=Jt'+ 
ti(j C.7::. ..Jl'.C::::l ,,\11.•r1,c 
IF (Jrd ·•~t:. ll t;,U T(J 2ti2 
(.. L I I l ) :. l: L I ( l ) + 1" r-1 A 1 KI- h.J K .i. ' ,JI( 2 I 
HW I ( l) =rll'r I ( l) +NMA fk} (..11\l t.JK.i!) 
1F ( .J K 1 • '" i: • i:: ) (:, {) f <.1 ~ o 4 
CL I It.) =CL I (i) +l\i~~I\ fk/.. (,JKJ t.JKcl 
k•1f(j ):h,•f (l)+f.l'.AT~A(.J1U,..;Ki::J 
I F C Jr<. l , r, t. • 3 ) u <J 1 U ;:'. r•" 
CL T < l 1:;;:<,L1 ( .l l +r,rv.11 f '~" ( ... Jt\.l, ..iKc) ~-.~ r (i::/ "'1'" f (r:'l +i-u1f.T1<-\ (...i;<.! tJK.:!l 
IF t .JK l • ••i: • 't I (~0 I 0 I. '1 '.J 
CL I ( i::l =CL l I 2 l + f" i'1 ~1 I RX C .J Kl ' J K ~ ) 
h11'TC2l=1·0:1 (2l+NMATkX(.Jr<.!,JK2l 







---·- .. -----·· ---- ----- _____ .,. __ --
i:;o 1 v ea. 
cur. 11r..ut 
·---- ........ -·-·----·--·- ..... ----··--·---... --------·-- .. -----------·-------- ... -....... " 
270 
1)0 .:'.OIJ .L b=.3 t 4 . . 
·c ;. '' J·· 1 r...u-~'· 
-----------· t1-1.A 'f ~ y ( t >j; "'~) =t~Mt1 T-~K( nr;~.r:n.;;s·MATR)("fi ff, .;:n--···· 





!Jt) ::=ti.:'. ! '$=3. 't 
'·' F~ L I t. ( U' l t)l J I O;v, !d RA ( 1 9, J <t > , ..; 4 =I A, I\ UfJ Cl t ('j C C I 9) , I 9 ti\ FL G... _ 
cur·: 1 Ir,uc. . . 
».rd 11:.!u,.;)S(J) (Xl:jAR(1'd tfN(N) •N=l,4J, tCOLAVG(NN) tROWAVG(l\N) ,NN=lt2) 
F ow·: id 1 i " , 4 c;: 7. 3, l x , F 4. o > , 4 f 1 • 3, J x > 
.. ________ ..,. ___________ -- ·-·- -1·-- .... 
CON'[ l 1~Ut: ... ---- ---·----. lCvM(4J=lC0M(4J-1 
70() CONJ lNVt. . -- . ·-·---- ·-·· ·--· ··-···--~- -·- ·-··------ -··-·· - -----------··---- --·· ---- -· -- --··-- -·-· .. ---·-·----· .. ~-·-- .. - ---
l (V;·~ ( '+) = l ~Toi< ItUM(3J=lCU~(3)~l 
60 0 C<.J;; I !NU!:. 
STVI"' 
t: i'il.J 
·---··--·--..... ______ ...___., _____________________________ .. __ ----. 
- -----·-··------------·-----------·· --------
---------·- -·-------------·--·-------...-
_ ... _ .._______ .. ·--- __ , ..... _ .... __ ..... ------·~--·--·----------------~------~·--·. -- -- _, ····--·-+·--·· • 
( JtJf>-1 74 0~/~60 f~Hlk•N ~ 
Cul-'f'IU:.k IJ!Jflut•~ - l•Aht.= 11AJ:~.t;,...T=ou,LlNt(;l'-.T=t-O.~llJ:':l,)1)()U~t 
!:>t;VHt..L. t ~CtJ I(.,' "•VL J. !:) T 'MJutc K.' L<JAf;' !·~AP. r-.oH> IT t I[.; o l\OXRf F 
SUb'°':JUl ir~t. t.:Vl·itHj ( !(.;vt"' l"IA I H;t., t~"'•A 11"1.X • td.: ol'<'l'ATk,., l 
c 
u ! r .t:. :·· ~ .i 1m t11\ I k" ( 4 ' IJ 't (, ) '!\jl";i-1 T "A ( '• t (j 4 (l j d,, ( 6) ' "'C ( 4 ) • J. c Of./ c 4 ) ' 
°" S !·'. J. I 11 A ( .. t .. V ) t "11-'" I 1~ A ( C U t e U I 
l.rllo'tH't. :::iut)~Ctdt'f l.il- lit I-GK (.;J141\1GE HJ AL.Tt:..l<t;.O CC.LLS 
I"'ltbC.k :::,~hlh~tA 
C (j ~d<UN ~1•11, I" k /.. t i~IJt·· (; t 1-. 
f., (j .L u lJ l ~ =- l • 4 
D !J '.1 ::> J~= l , ~.U,..il. 
lo=nht.r <v1*r.:v.u+1.v 




Ct.)1-. T lM;r_ 




DC 11.J 1•1=.Lt4 
I\ ·'I l =I.I 
t-<C f =v 
r-. (., "'" =r.u1•.c-x LO::it.= l (.;lJ1•• (t11 
Ji=A-1 
[j(; l ..::.lt~ 
.i 2 (.; l =Lu!:>t./ C:**.J l 
LC~r-=LU!:>~-l"lvl*2**Jl 
KN1=r<.ur •i 
lt= (l.C(JI .l,to ll bU 10 13 
l\ C ( :-0'. ) :: I • (.. t I·~ ) + l 
l f' I =Kf\' I +NvM(.,-)1. 
v ~ l = I'. C ! ,.: ) 
~~AIHA!M,J~IJ=MATHA(M'l""'TJ GO ·rv 7 
l\Ci=r~Cl+J. 
fl' 3=•\l..i~ r...-" 
1 id= °"'.;r•c.. • l -1'.C T 
S~MIKA(Mt!Xll=MATMAIM•KNT+~J) 
S~AlkA(M,~Pll=MATRAlMt!~J) 




----··----. ----·- ---· .. ·--. -·---- ~------·--··- --- ·-·--· ·-·--· 
·- ---·--- ·~····- ...... ·- -- ------·- ' ·----- .. ,.~-- .. _., ..... ___ .. _ ...... 
-·----------------------- -~---- ··-----·----- .. ··-·· ,, ___ ---------·· 
Ito,_ · · · · ft.r''l'if:ef '!I-'"'" p·;~_, __ 11,_~.':~ ·_.,_ ~~-·-
UATE 76.08~/0l.31.41 
. -:--.;.._ ,., . 
N 
II'> 
........ -.. - ----•-"• ·--- .. -- ---------
" 
'. ( . -itJN ('+ ) . US/J60. FC~TRAN H 
·····--· ·--·-- .•... ,, ..... .- ................ DATE .76.084/01.31.46 









FVNCflvt.1 ki"'Nf(1Ll . . ....... _. -----·· 
DPlt.t~~lvl" lll<ltJ),r.f\N(9) 
l,j A I A J. l l 'l kl. l 1 ' t 2 I' t .;j t ' '4 t ' '5 t' t E:'' I.,,' '8'' '9'' '0' ,., R' I 
lF<iL.e:uolH:iU Tv 50 .. 
l Y= l Y°"f.>::i:;.:.,-; 




~t: I lr<N 
f.:fJ.tU(!:>,oV) (NNN(ll.I) dQ=.1.t.~) 
FU~>"./.tf(J.lii.ll 
lY=v · 
Li() l U lLl\=l, '7 
I >" (J ·1 = 'i - l L r\ 
1-v !C: lLL=lt!O 
l f- ( 111 ( l LL l • t.<.i. ,._,NN ( lLr\)) GO .. TO .13 ..... -----·-----·- --------- _ -------- ·-·· ----- __ -·-·-.... - .. __ --.. ------------·--co:~l l l\Uc:. 
6C lv !:>U 
lF (ILL .t:.1..1. l li l 11.L=O 
IY=IY+1LL~lu•~1Puw. 
C. 0 ' I l :~ u t. ·--·-iu --·~ ----.~·-·,· --- ~----·~-·· ·-·--· --· ·~--- -
IF < r- u u ( l Y , c J • C. tJ • 0 > l Y = l Y + 1 
GO Ill l 
____ .. ____ ---- EM> 
-------·-·--·----------- .. ______ ,. _______ -·--------------····------------"-·-····-·----------··-.. ·--·----··----------- ·-· . ------ ·---· ~ ... --;-· ... ___ .. _ -- . 
. ------ -------··. -·- ---·----- ----·- ---··---·---· .. -- .. ---···- .. ··--------------· 
• . 
. -:- --·-·--.. ·---·--··---......... ___ _.;, ______ . ___________ ..... __ ., .... -·-·--·· -· ·------·- -·- ... _.,._,.. ..... __ _ 
~----------~--------------~---'· 








. ; I .l:. .... ,., . 1; 
S!A!ISTICAL PACKAGE F'Ok !Ht:. SOCIAL SCIEN~ES SPSSH - REI.EASE 6e02 .... - -··----···· ........... -.04/06176 PAGE 20 ----
FILE· S~OOKS ICHEAl!ON UATE = 04/06/761. THESIS PROGRAM THREE 
SCAITEHGRAH OF IUC~N) VA~DU~ C~LL 3 ~us ~ <ACROSS) VAR021 CELL 3 OBS 5 
" -2.«;cti9o. -2.,.0~10 -i.arn!;)o -1.23430 -o.65010. -o.o6S90·- .o.51830 1.102&0 1.68670 ,. 2,21090 
2.32600 ··----·----·----·----·----·---~·----·----·----·--·-·----·----·----·---··----·----·----·----·----·----·· + 1 I tt• 2a32800 
I l I JJI 
l 1 I 0340 I 
I l I 2857 I 
I l I . o 72 I 
• l I •2233 • l. 72310 f •" f ···· · · · - · ·· I n~36 I 
l l I H 47 I 
1.72310 
I L I 03 oo I 
• ·· l ···-· · ... ··- · l <>893 • 1all820 
! l I 79996 I 
l l I 099992 
l ! I 0499920 I 
l.11ezo 
o.s1330 
I- l I 289999~ I 
• 1 I 099994 • 0.51330 
I l 079990 I !••••••···-···-----·-····--····--·-----·-···--·----------··---o--399994--------------······---······--I I l * 7q9992 I 
l l o599Q9o l ! 
+ l o ~99995 I • •0.09160 
I i 599996 l I 
~ 
•U,C9!60 
I · •. l -0999994 I I 
l l o 0799993 I l 
-o.6~6so 
l l 2299992 I I 
• L 299999• I • ... o.6965(} 
I · . . .. l 99999• I I 
l l •99998 o I I 
I l 29Q999 I I 
l l •999950 1 · I 
• l 299995? I I . • + -1.JOHO 
f 3l~~~~90 I ~ I •l.Jul40 
I·-·-····----··--··-------------*Y9~9~-------------------------·---"----------------·--------------~·•I 
. •l.90630 
1 •9~9~uo I ' I 
+ ~799~4 I I • -l.90630 
l 48\;9'1<! 1 I I 
I .. OJ9<,l',l!:I l l I 
I !:>799!:> l • l ; I 
.l 2"1':192 1 I • 1 
• •997'1!. l I • •2.51120 -l.51120 
I 2: Ol•J II l I . . . I 
I c4.:i<tG l 1 ·- I 
1 29'1!> 0 l I I 
l 2 S~c* i I ' l 
• 
0 63• 0 i I • •3.11610 
! 42* 1 r · ·1· 0 • ~4* L r -
•3.llblO 
! 2 .l I • I 
I • .2 l I I 
• 0 l l • ..3. 72 l q 0 
··----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·~---·---~·----·----·----·~---·----·----·· 
-J.72100 
-3.~l9UO 2.~'J4~U c.llUoO 1.52~40 0.94220 ·0.3!)800 0.22620 0.81040 1.39460 1.97880 2.~6300 
. . 
'~ '· ~ 
~ 
.. ~. 
~iApSTICtL PAC~AGE FOR !HE ~OClAL SCIENCES ~PSSH •RELEASE 6e02 ..•.. ·····-······-·-··----··· ... 04106176 PAGE. 23 
FILE B~OOKS CC~EAl!ON DATE = 04/06/76) TH~SIS PROGRAM THREE 
SCAiTEHG~AM CF IJCh~) VAHUO• C~LL 3 085 4 . (ACROSS) VAR020 CELL 3 OBS 4 
- -2.s1aas -2.JJ~~~ -1.1~o~s ~1.1a19s -o.60365 -0.02535 . o.55295 i.13125 · 1,70955 2.2a1as 
··----·--~-·-·-~·~---·----·---··----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----~--~-·----·----·----·----·· • l I 4 • 2.36700 2.36700 
I l I 02r 
! 1 I 0570*1 
! l l 39 ! 
l l I "'56° l 
• 1 I 04 36 • l.77970 f f · · ·· ---·--·· ·· i · · -- 68~~2 I 
l l I 67 I 
1 l I ?. oo I 
• .r ........................... ·--·· 1 ... 292 • . l.19240 
l l I 29'79 I 
l l l 9%93 . I 
l.77970 
l.19240 
l l I 9999~0 I 
I I I 0599940 I 
• l l 239995 • Oo60Sl0 
I I 10999940 I 
I··-----·------------------------~---------------------"----------·99993--------------------··--------I I ·, L 112999960 I 
I ' l 09q992 l 
• 1 099990 r • o.011ao 
I 1 29999tl l I 
1 ! 699996 I I 
1 i 059999< l I 
l ! 099996 I I 
+ I 24991.JS l + -0.56950 
I ! o99Q96o l I 
l l 299996 l II 
I 1 1199992 I 
I L 69()996 I I 
• 1 05999930 '. I • •l .15630 
I l 39999110 1 :. I 
l 1!999992 . ' ' I I l·---•••••-·-···--···-------------4Y99Y------------------····---------··---··-·-·•••••••••••••--••••••l l o'J9-J'lo I . l 
+ ~2Y99/l l •, •lo744l0 
I Ott999 l l . I 
I ct':'l7"i'it. 1 I I 
I 6990 i:' 1 • l :. I 
I 499"13 1 1 - · l 
• 99<1~ l I + •2.33140 
l 011490J 1 . I , • I 
l 4 HS-1t l I · I 
r c234~ 1 I • } 
1 c4o2 1 I 
• 479'• l l • -2.91870 
I 112$~ 1 I I 
I 09c1t 1 I 
I •JS l l I 












-j.cv600 ·2.c27/0 2.v~940 l.41110 o.a92ao •0.31450 o.26380 o.84210 l.42040 1,99t!70 2.~1100 
' . 
... 





S!.r.!ISTlC/.I.. PACKAGE FCR !°HE SOCIAt. SCIENCES SPSSH ;.. REI.EASE 6.02 ······- ····· ····-·----·-
···04/06176 ··- - ·: · ·PAGE··- ·49 · -· ·· 
Fl~E BQCOKS <CREATION DATE c 04/0b/76) THESIS PHOGRAM THREE 
SCAITER~~~M OF (~CW~) VAkvv~ C~LL 3 ObS ~ (ACRCSS) VAR043 COLUMN AVERAGE z 
- -D.19075 -0·1422~ -O.OV375 -0.0452~ o.00325 - 0.05175 . 0~10025 o.14875 0119725. o.24575 
··----+----·----·~---·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·--~-+----·----·----·----·----·----·· • 1 o I • 
l 1 3 o I• o I ! t1 oo o o o o . .. . I o o I 
I 0 ti l 2• 0 2 0 • •32 ti I2 0 0 0 I 
I * 1 3 o o o oo · 1 o 
• • l 0 0 • • 0 0 00 • ti • 
I * * 0 * oo o t1 2 ••2 t1 t1 t10I. I 
1 • •• l• 2• •• • 2 0 ••2 oo 0002 • l 
I • o L o 2 t1 ?. o 2o • I 1 
r • 0 i • * 2 l I 
• o o ** l o 2•1oll -1>!1 o(.>OIJ. o •* I o + 
I ~!12 ° o • 2*322 3oa6o *22••• • 5 • *I* o ti ooo • I 
l 0 * • 2 °•3 32~ 332625**542•32••2•22•••*2 o oo 2 ~ I 
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· APPENDIX F 
APPENDIX F 
ACTUAL COMPUTER USAGE 
A total of 15 sets of numbers with cell sizes ranging from 25 
observations to 7 observations per cell were generated for this 
study. For each cell size, 3889 normal, rarrlom samples were 
generated, resulting in .58,335 total samples. 
The time needed to execute the Phase I Program (data generation) 
was 10 minutes, 15 secorrls of CPU time, and approximately 45 minutes 
ot actual time for each of the 15 sets. The Phase II Program (set 
analysis) took 15 minutes, JO secorrls per set. Finally, the · 
Phase Ill Program (analysis of summary data from Phase ll) utilized. 
12 minutes and 40 seconds of CPU time. '.lhis resulted. in a total 
of 6 hours and 45 minutes of CPU time to analyze 58,JJ5 sets of 
normal, random data. 
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